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FOREWORD 

There are many reasons that make me particularly pleased that the Italian Cultural Institute
in Osaka is supporting the exhibition MADI: The Other Geometry, curated by Cristina
Costanzo, at the 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art in Kanazawa.  One of them is
that this initiative, through a meticulous selection, offers a significant number of artworks
representing well such a long lasting, original art movement as MADI, to a wide public. In
addition, the exhibition includes the works of twenty-three artists from different countries
(Italy, Japan, Brazil, France, Hungary, Sweden), but twelve among them are Italian. This
comes to emphasize the significant contribution of Italian artists to the movement that began
in Buenos Aires and propagated, in 1948, to Paris and elsewhere.
This exhibition project, with its strong educational goals offers many surprises for the visitors
to the Museum of Kanazawa, giving them the opportunity to discover an artistic phenome-
non of a wide significance. Already well known in Europe and Latin America, this movement
merits attention in Japan due to the opportunities it offers for the confluence of diverse cul-
tures. The exhibition is thus distinguished not just as a significant contribution to the pro-
motion of Italian art in Japan, but also an excellent occasion for common work between
Italian and Japanese artists and beyond, in a museum space of the highest profile for con-
temporary art. 

Stefano Fossati 
Director of the Italian Cultural Institute, Osaka
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MADI: A UNIVERSAL ART MOVEMENT

Our art is human, profoundly human, because it is
the human person, in essence, who really and con-
sciously creates, makes, builds and invents. MADI

comes to found a universal art movement.

MADI Introduction Program, 1946

The exhibition at the 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art in Kanazawa, organized
by NPO Tsunagu-Japan&Italy in synergy with the Italian Culture Institute of Osaka, hon-
ors the International MADI movement with a selection of works that is particularly sig-
nificant, putting together works by twenty-three artists of different nationalities:
Dominique Binet, Jean Branchet, Jean Charasse, Franco Cortese, Reale Franco Frangi, Joël
Froment, Aldo Fulchignoni, Sakae Hasegawa, Jahildo Marinho, Yumiko Kimura, Alberto
Lombardi, Gino Luggi, Enea Mancino, Vincenzo Mascia, Renato Milo, Mitsouko Mori, Gi-
anfranco Nicolato, Antonio Perrottelli, Marta Pilone, Torsten Ridell, János Szász Saxon,
Philippe Vacher, Piergiorgio Zangara1.
MADI is an artistic phenomenon of international breadth whose originality is grounded
in its will to destructure reality to then reconstruct it through the oppositional distancing
from its imitation. The materiality of the artistic work, united by its aniconism and anti-
imitation, allow us to place the movement within non-figurative art, particularly geometric
abstraction.
MADI’s beginnings date from 1946 and are tightly connected to the work of Carmelo
Arden Quin, a major figure of the Latin American avant-garde who, with his move to Paris
in 1948, can be credited with giving it its international scope2. Arden Quin is still remem-
bered today by the MADI members, along with the teachings of Joaquìn Torres García, a
prolific artist who introduced European art avant-garde ideas in Argentina3. Thus, MADI
really boasts a history of more than seventy years that has opened a dialog between Buenos
Aires and Paris, which, after the 1980s, included even more cities and countries. 
Although impossible to list completely here, it is important to note some of its most crucial
phases4. An important first step to its foundation is Arturomagazine, published in Buenos
Aires in 1944 by Arden Quin, with the participation of Joaquìn Torres García, Vicente
Huidobro, Rhod Rothfuss, Gyula Kosice, Arturo Torres, which made public the Pre-man-
ifesto n. 1. Tomás Maldonado founded the Associación Arte Concreto in 1945, later rena-
med Arte Concreto Invención. The non-figurative art scene of Buenos Aires was divided
into two groups: Arte Concreto Invenciòn, led by Maldonado with the Arte Concretomag-
azine that published Manifesto Invencionista, on one hand, and, on the other hand, the
MADI group, founded by Carmelo Arden Quin and others. Their split happened due to
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their different ways of conceiving the artistic work:  “of concrete provenance, […] based
on the prescriptive norms of the rectangle for Maldonado; of playful and dynamic nature,
based on breaking the frame, on its articulation and the irregularity of the polygon, and
coplanarity, for Arden Quin, Kosice e Rothfuss5”. The Arte Madi magazine comes out in
1947 and then there was the split between the French-based group, comprised by Arden
Quin, the brothers Martin and Ignacio Blaszko and Esteban Eitler, and the Argentine one,
with Gyula Kosice and Rhod Rothfuss, which would then continue as Madinemsor. The
year 1948 saw Arden Quin, along with Juan Melé and Gregorio Vardanaga, moving to
Paris where – thanks to the mediation of Torres García – they got in touch with the major
cultural figures of their time like Michel Seuphor, Francis Picabia, Serge Poliakoff, Con-
stantin Brancusi, Silvano Bozzolini, Georges Vantongerloo, and gravitated toward Denise
Renè Gallery. MADI experimentations spread to Paris, where the Centre de Recherches et
d’Ètudes Madistes was established in 1951, and from then on to Europe. The Parisian art
scene favored the diffusion of the critical and dialectic spirit and it acquired the spelling
“Madì” as, Maria Lluïsa Borràs observed, “Rumour has it that MADI ran its ideas around
Paris and it was true: all Paris was infected by MADI in the 50s”6. 
Only thanks to these events it is possible to speak today of the MADI movement, whose
international acceptance is not dictated only by the presence of artists of diverse geographic
origin, but first of all is an inherent fact of its cosmopolitan beginnings7. Its current weight
is due to the presence of multiple artist groups and significant events, one of whom is the
present exhibition at the 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art in Kanazawa: numer-
ous group and solo exhibitions, sustained by passionate collectors and critic8. MADI works
are included in many public and private collections (MoMA of New York City, Centre
Pompidou in Paris); art collections dedicated to MADI are established at international in-
stitutions such as the International Mobile MADI Museum in Vác, MA.GA in Gallarate,
MACLA, Museo de Arte Contemporaneo in La Plata, the Museu MADI in Sobral and the
Museum of Geometric and MADI Art in Dallas9. 
MADI is an acronym of MAterialismo DIalettico, but it also implies a component of non-
sense and element of chance as a new frontier of aniconic art aiming at a total transforma-
tion of the world. Its guiding principles are included in the motto “The work is, it does not
represent; the work is, it does not express; the work is, it does not signify”10. The MADI
universalism in its color trends and the vital impulses underlying each of its events aims
at a totalizing experience. Its ethics and aesthetics are called to a dialog in the name of “a
transcendent act, a marvelous act”, which today we are still privileged to witness to and
partake in, as the non-expressivity and the non-representation of MADI works coincide
with the freedom of their viewers. In opposition to Romanticism, Symbolism, Expression-
ism and Surrealism, with their prominent artistic, political and philosophical conscious-
ness, MADI art is human and universal and promotes free forms in a dynamic-spatial sense
as it recovers the avant-garde models of the 20th century, from Abstraction to Suprematism
and Constructivism, gathering the lessons of great masters such as Kandinsky, Mondrian,
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Malevič and Tatlin, from Rodchenko and Moholy-Nagy to Gabo and Pevsner, and embrac-
ing also Spatialism and Minimalism. MADI art, as Emma Zanella Manara writes, “joins a
rigorous mathematical construction and a research of spatial articulation and movement,
free use of flat, convex and concave surfaces, the destruction of conventional limits of the
painted area and the capacity to take advantage of new materials with a playful as well as
constructive spirit”11. 
Despite their similarities and affinities, the works of each artist in this exhibition are au-
tonomous and carry their individual high-profile research that finds its highest completion
through MADI. Along with the synthesis typical for the movement, these artists come to
a totalizing experience in which the work, and only the work, exists. Overlaps, joints, ever-
sions, as well as articulation, transparency, color and dynamism are bold segments of a
discourse based on logic, method and focus in the name of a playful juncture of form, color
and space, following new geometries in accordance with its chromatic refinement and for-
mal balance. All artists share the MADI principles as non-expression, non-representation
and non-symbolism, but also the overcoming of traditional conventions of the frame and
adopting non-conventional materials. Indeed, MADI responds to the crisis of traditional
painting already perceived by the historic avant-garde movements with innovative artistic
forms and dynamic representation of geometric figures in a space without illusionistic
edges. 
The group of Italian participating artists is significant. The history of MADI in Italy dates
from its founding in Genoa in 1984-85, comprised by Liliana Contemorra, Arnaldo Esposto,
Nicola Loi and its founder Salvador Presta, who later also founded a group in Milan in
1990-91 with Alberto Biasi, Gian Carlo Bulli, Giancarlo Caporicci, Elena Fia Fozzer, Reale
Franco Frangi, Lorenzo Piemonti and Rino Sernaglia as members, while Anna Canali was
its secretary12. An important reference point for its research, beyond Carmelo Arden Quin’s
influence, was the Arte Struktura Gallery owned by Anna Canali. The formative trajectory
of the exhibiting artists is marked also by their closeness to this noted gallery in Milan and
their interest in geometric abstraction and concrete art by abandoning imitation of reality
and by three-dimensionality. This is the case of Franco Cortese, whose works are timeless
and full of harmonious resonances; they focus on the most essential and surge into space
with clean cuts and curving lines. The same is valid for Reale Franco Frangi, who, already
focused on the use of plastic materials and the study of environmental space, makes works
characterized by brilliant color tones, alternating with a balance of white, as well as the
overlap of primary geometric forms and irregular planes. Aldo Fulchignoni turns to the
study of non-Euclidean geometric forms and makes joints of geometric modules of painted
wood with various thicknesses and color plexiglas, leaving to the viewer the option to in-
tervene. Alberto Lombardi’s research focuses on the use of plexiglas and forex to generate
sharp and elliptic forms in tension. In their overlapping shapes, where everything is tra-
versed by color, empty and full shapes alternate to reveal a subtle play. The liberation of
three-dimensionality, the adoption of polygonal forms and the spatial articulation of ob-
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jects have pushed Gino Luggi to produce mobile reliefs and coplanales that act on their cir-
cumscribing environment with a variety of planes cut, folded and overlapped following
different guiding lines. Enea Mancino’s works reference almost an interlocking puzzle that
establishes a dialog between space and nature. The playful nature of MADI is exalted by
optically creating and recreating, in a sort of reconstruction of a new and original space.
Vincenzo Mascia is producing work interested in a synthesis between art, design and ar-
chitecture. It is completed as an extension of form in space and aims at an essential geom-
etry through protrusions, articulated joints and unusual shapes. Protrusions are also
characteristic of Renato Milo’s work: constructions resulting from a succession of colorful
geometric modules propagating in space, where rhythm and light meet. By abandoning
the classic orthogonal and two-dimensional canon, Gianfranco Nicolato projects his work
in a free space in which his polygonal forms become structural containers for color. Antonio
Perrottelli, who makes diverse objects with varied materials, chooses a composed-recom-
posed geometry that is pluridirectional and multidirectional, in the closed stage of the
square or the rectangle. Marta Pilone manipulates marine wood and plexiglass in curved
and circular, concentric or staggered forms, dedicated to color and movement that change
with the viewer’s changing point of view. Piergiorgio Zangara modulates plastic forms
and multiplies the espansion of the planes in pluridirectional projections that are experi-
mental and playfully imaginative. His works overcome the boundary between painting
and sculpture by using geometry and color in a dynamic-spatial sense and in a playful key
in order to create free polygons of fascinating chromatic transparencies. In the MADI
works, thanks to an innovative use of the surfaces that are dynamically articulated, color
disintegrates the static limit imposed by the frame and deflagrates in space to take form
with a polygonal awareness.
The MADI artists coming from France, the historic “headquarters” of the movement, com-
prise a significant group. Dominique Binet abandons any reference to objects and takes ad-
vantage of a play with jointed geometric figures in which light works as an essential element.
Jean Branchet uses an aseptic platform – so fitting for the MADI principles – to evoke per-
spectives of creative dialog with space through asymmetry. Jean Charasse’s constructiones
are refined wooden constructions skillfully enlivened through details of color that infuse
rhythm in a modulated space. A similar dialog of open space with articulated convergences
characterize the research of Joël Froment, a juggler of color cut and exalted in a refined out-
of-frame liberation of the work. Finally, Philippe Vacher delves in a mixed morphology to
privilege elemental forms and volumes subjected to distortions and imbalances marked by
the optic instability of the dynamism of planes and volumes. 
Jahildo Marinho, a Brazilian MADI sculptor, essentializes and constructs new, original
unique spaces. A strong creative push guides his hand and mind as his non-object objects
dialog without symbolizing and fit into space by seemingly pushing it out of its ethereal
essence. 
The Swedish artist Torsten Ridell turns to a new artistic composition that balances simple
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lines and forms. The reflections on geometric form by the Hungarian artist János Szász Saxon
come together in their MADI aesthetics as an in-depth study of polygons and the escape
from the spatial limits of the frame. 
In conclusion, it is particularly important to note the representative contribution of
Japanese artists who focus their research on geometric forms, applying MADI’s aesthet-
ics of polygonal awareness in their own originality. Sakae Hasegawa, award-winning
artist as well as a recognized museum expert and art critic based in France, makes alu-
minum works that, through the irregularity of their wefts gather non-signifying, non-
representative and non-symbolizing elements. Yumiko Kimura, on the other hand,
defined by Hasegawa himself as poétesse du verre of movement, was born in Tokyo but
is now immersed in the European artistic environment after her studies in Turin and Paris,
where she met Arden Quin. Today she is an active promoter of MADI activities in Japan.
She uses industrial float to explore optic characteristics of glass and the material peculiarities
of a process using recurring elements such as the spiral. She liberates the geometric figures
in open space through the meeting of the material and the immaterial (glass and light) that
become main characters in a dialog. Mitsouko Mori, on the other hand, uses primary colors
with no nuances, often in synergy with her use of neon illuminating her works to emphasize
and activate geometric forms.  
These works are part of a broad production unrestricted by brackets of imitative interpreta-
tion of reality and characterized by self-signifying objects and unusual geometries that con-
nect the freedom of invention with the exploration of a vast chromatic range and possibilities
suggested by new materials. By opposing naturalism 19th century style and the traditional
concept of art as illusion, MADI works put in practice a varied set of expressive rules that
take advantage of recurrent essential components: from plurality to transparency, from light
to space, from color to dynamism, from juxtaposition to overturning. These rules put forth
three-dimensional works that can articulate in space with an inventive joy. On one hand,
the title of the exhibition itself, MADI: The Other Geometry, underlines the insertion of the
movement in the millenary connection between art and geometry and on the other, empha-
sizes the innovative capacity of the selected works. 

This underlying goal of the exhibition, hosted by the renowned 21st Century Museum of
Contemporary Art in Kanazawa, with its impressive architecture by Kazuyo Sejima+Ryue
Nishizawa/SANAA and its high-profile programming, was made possible by the gener-
ous support of the sponsors K.K. ALP-Kanazawa and K.K. YAMADA-Kobe, the efforts of
Masumi Sano - NPO Tsunagu-Japan&Italy and the Italian Cultural Institute of Osaka, 
directed by Stefano Fossati. It is a particularly emblematic presentation of MADI art, more
vital than ever before.

Cristina Costanzo 
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Note
1 The first and the second MADI exhibitions in Japan took place in 2014 at the Orie Art Gallery in Tokyo and,

in 2015, at the MI Gallery in Osaka. 

2 Carmelo Arden Quin (1913, Rivera - Savigny-sur-Orge, 2010) was one of the major international innovators

of geometric abstraction. Besides the most important catalogs of MADI exhibitions around the world, an im-

portant resource with ample bibliography are the books Carmelo Arden Quin. Painting, collages, mobiles,

1930-1970, Sicardi Gallery, Houston 2011; 70 años de Madí, Vermeer Galería de Arte, Buenos Aires, 2016. Please

see the text by P. Avena Navarro referenced below.

3 A basic reference is the catalog of the retrospective exhibition organized by MoMA in New York: Joaquìn

Torres- Garcia: The Arcadian Modern, Eds. L. Pérez-Oramas, K. Grimson, New York 2015.

4 For the reconstruction of historic events mentioned here see Da Madi a Madi (1946-1999), Eds. E. Zanella Ma-

nara, A. Canali, Milan 1999; C. Costanzo, Madi. Forma Colore Spazio, Palermo 2015; C. Costanzo, Piergiorgio

Zangara. Artista Madi, Palermo 2016.

5 R. Casarin, in Complementarità Madi, Eds. S. Arden Quin, Bolivar, C. Pirone, Fisciano 2010, p. 119. 

6Arte Madi, Ed. M.L. Borràs, Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid - Museo Estremeno e Iberio

americano de Arte Contemporaneo, Badayoz 1997.

7 See the text on the topic by P.S. Ubiali referenced below.
8 For a full list of exhibitions and museums see the Resources section.
9 Ibidem. 
10 Pre-Manifesto MADI was disseminated in occasion of the First Exposición held at the Instituto Francés de

Estudios Superiores I, Buenos Aires from August 3rd to 6th, 1946.
11 Da Madi a Madi…, 1999, p. 10. 
12 See Da Madi a Madi…, 1999, pp. 22-23; G. Di Genova, Storia dell’arte italiana del ’900. Generazione anni

Quaranta, 2° vol., Bologna 2009, pp. 958-959. 
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